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Education policy in Finland

All people must have equal access to high-quality education and 
training. 

It has to be available to all citizens irrespective of their ethnic 
origin, age, wealth or where they live.

Education policy is built on the lifelong learning principle.
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Legislation

  Decisions on the contents of legislation on education and 
research are  made by the Parliament based on government 
proposals. 

 The Government and the Ministry of Education
 and Culture,  are responsible for preparing and
 implementing education and science policy.
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Public policy
  The basic right to education and culture is recorded in 

the Constitution.
Public authorities must secure equal oppuortunities 
for every resident in  Finland to get education also 
after compulsory schooling and develop themselves, 
irrespective of their financial standing. 

  In Finland education is free at all levels from pre-
  primary to higher education. 

  Adult education could 

  require payment.
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Even though Finnish school children have :

            shorter days 

               less homework than anywhere else

               children start school at age 7

They succeed quite well in international tests.

So we’re doing something right.
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Finnish Government Information 
society Program

From 2003 to 2007 it was acting to improve competitiveness 
and productivity, to promote social and regional equality and 
to improve citizens' well-being and quality of life through 
effective use of information and communications 
technologies.

continued by Ubiquitous Information Society Advisory Board
from 2007 to 2011.

http://www.arjentietoyhteiskunta.fi/inenglish
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Six working groups to fulfill its aims

Information security working group

Electronic identification development group

Near Field Communication working group

Media forum for children and young people

Utilizing the benefits of ICT in teaching and studying working group

Working group on opening public information of the Finnish public 
sector 
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Open education

When the latest PISA results showed Finland not 
in the first position, but third, that was a wake-up 
call to many: we’re losing our advantage. 
Something needs to be done. 

Opening up education is one approach to improving 
education.
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 Working groups established on  2013:
Creative Commons Finland (Tarmo Toikkanen)
Finnish FLOSSManuals (Tomi Toivio)

Finnish Wikiversity and Wikibooks
Avoimet Oppimateriaalit ry  (Vesa Linja-Aho

Fin-Clarin: Ville Oksanen)

IT-kouluttajat ry , Tietie-verkosto  (Eija 
Kalliala)

AVO2  project (coordinated by the 
Finnish Center for eLearning )

http://creativecommons.fi/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://fi.flossmanuals.net/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://fi.wikibooks.org/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://avoinoppikirja.fi/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://it-kouluttajat.ttlry.fi/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.eoppimiskeskus.fi/avo2/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.eoppimiskeskus.fi/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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Characteristics

The key words in Finnish education policy are 
quality, efficiency, equity and 
internationalisation. 

Geared to promote the competitiveness of Finnish 
welfare society, education is also seen as an 
end in itself. 

The broad lines of Finnish education and science 
policy are in line with the Europe 2020 Strategy.
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Open education

This includes 

           open educational resources, 

           open participatory teaching culture,

           connecting schools to society, 

           making students active creators of their 

           own learning and their futures. - 
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Open Education is about 

               open content, 

              open educational resources, 

              open educational possibilities, 

              open peer learning.

 The Finnish Open Education working group has many 
goals under the general theme of education and 
learning.
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Virtual education projects
Virtual education projects in hospital schools eSKO

LUMI is a similar project for sick students 

AntiVirus  Teacher Training School of Helsinki 
University and Jyväskylä. Studying is not 
dependent on the place where the student is.

Coordination project for distance learning, 
City of Turku

Virta - virtual regional resources - regional 
model using web conference solutions to secure 
equal opportunities for small groups to learn 
mother tongue and religion.

ENO-Environment Online
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      Virtual schools in 
Finland

Kulkuri (”Tramp”) is a distance school for 
Finnish children living abroad. 
Verkkoperuskoulu (Virtual comprehensive 
school) is a comprehensive school for adults  

Nettiperuskoulu  is a distance learning school 
maintained by Otava Folk High School. 

 Virtual initiatives in post-secondary education
There are at least 76 upper secondary schools in 

Finland that arrange distance learning. Many of 
them work closely together with local vocational 
schools.


